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Em
Turn, turn, turn around
My body is shaken, my body is slammed
Turn, turn, turn around
Drowning me with the noise
And the sound
Turning, turning 'round
Dying and doomed
We will be damned
Turning, turning 'round
I don't think my body
Will ever be found
Em
Turn, turn, turn around
My body is shaken, my body is slammed
A
Turn, turn, turn around
Drowning me with the noise
And the sound
Bm
Turning, turning 'round
Dying and doomed
We will be damned
A
Turning, turning 'round
I don't think my body
Will ever be found
Em
See how Boreas is demented
A
We will be broken and annihilated
Bm
And Notus the destroyer of crops
A
Will harvest our minds
If it never stops
Em
Eurus has risen from the East
A
Smashing it all like a rabietic beast

Bm
And even the gentle Zephyrus
A
Oh when he's furious
Oh what a dangerous god
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Fall, fall, fall around
Beware their wrath
They're coming down
Fall, fall, fall around
Drowning me with the noise
And the sound
Falling, falling 'round
We will go down
We will go down
Falling, falling 'round
I don't think my body
Will ever be found
Fall, fall, fall around
Beware their wrath
They're coming down
Fall, fall, fall around
Drowning me with the noise
And the sound
Falling, falling 'round
We will go down
We will go down
Falling, falling 'round
I don't think my body
Will ever be found
See how Boreas is demented
We will be broken and annihilated
And Notus the destroyer of crops
Will harvest our minds
If it never stops
Eurus has risen from the East
Smashing it all like a rabietic beast
And even the gentle Zephyrus
Oh when he's furious
Oh what a dangerous god

